Backyard Programming Guidelines and
Safety Procedures
Coaches
Coaches will maintain proper distancing measures from children
when possible and will wear a mask while coaching. Coaches will
provide hand sanitizer.
Location
Programming will occur in front or backyard in a shaded, level
area. Coaches will not be permitted to enter your house and will
need outdoor access to your yard.
Waiver
A parent for each child must sign a waiver of health and intent to
maintain appropriate social distancing while not in camp.
Billing
All lessons will be billed at the beginning of each month and
require a four-week commitment.

Refund Policy
If a participant or Kim’s Gym coach comes in contact with
COVID-19, you will have the option to pause your programming
for 2-4 weeks or discontinue and receive a refund for the
remaining tuition balance. The same applies to any cancellations
due to weather.
Refunds will not be available for any participant cancellation that
is not related to COVID-19 or weather.

Pod Classes
Children attending pod classes would be assumed allowed to
have some contact with one another and play activities where
they at times are sharing equipment. The coach will clean and
sanitize the equipment before & after each day, and leave the
equipment on-site for the full four-week term to limit contact.
Equipment
Coaches will bring a variety of teaching tools with them for each
lesson (bean bags, dots, scarves, etc). We have mats and other
teaching tools for rent. Please contact us for pricing and delivery
options.

COVID Protocols
If a student or staff member begins to experience symptoms, they
must be tested and given a negative test result before they can
return to programming.

If a student or staff member tests positive for COVID-19, we
require that they notify us as soon as possible and may not
engage in programming for 14 days or until they have received
two negative tests more than 24 hours apart.
We will continue to follow the guidelines outlined by the CDC. You
can read more at this link.

